
NIP/3 (Tafel 72,1) 
FoUnd on its side rebuilt into alate wall, A 13 (Tafe/54,1: location@ ), by the mod

em path from Hadrian's Gate to the South Harbour. Only the sides of the original 
stone are preserved; the top is lost, and the bottom and back are roughly worked; the 
break top right is fairly recent, but was there when Sch13.ger first saw the stone, which 
is of poor quality marble weathered to grey. 

Height (max.) 0.84 m; height (face) 0.68 m; width (the only original measurement) 
0.565 m; depth 0.32-0.47 m. 

Letter height 0.042-45 m; line height O.OSS--0.056 m. 
There is room for at least one more line of inscription above. 
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1. The oblique must belong to A~ A or M, not a .6.. 
2. The lost letters must have been rather cramped at either end. 
The identity of the emperor honoured is not absolutely clear, but is almost certainly 

Trajan or Hadrian. Though line I cannot be restored, the final title Parrhicus limits the 
choice. Trajan adopted the title on 20/21 February 116, so the stone could belong to 

the end of his reign; but the title was taken over (with Germanicus and Dacicus) by 
Hadrian and appears on some Greek inscriptions and some coins from the beginning 
of his reign9 . Later emperors also adopted the title, but almost invariably followed by 
Maximus/MfylO"to;Jo. 

1. The stone is just well enough preserved to exclude the otherwise obvious restora
tion ~mux6v on the right. Habicht plausibly suggests A(QlO"tOV}, i.e. 'Optimum'. 

3-4. Dedications and honorific decrees by the boule and demos of Phaselis are :~1-
ready known : see below on 1187+. 

9) Cf. ILS 8800; Diz. Epigr. I 614; RE I 49'9-SOO; Kn!!i81 91-4. 
10) Oth!!rwisl! on!! would b!! t!!mptl!d to restor!! ~1[T)6u~bv] in lin!! I. Kneitll, however, does not a.l.low 


